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Brief on FEAFFA
The Federation of East African Freight Forwarders Associations (FEAFFA) is a private sector apex
body of freight forwarders’ associations in the Eastern Africa region that was established in 2006.
It is registered and domiciled in the United Republic of Tanzania with a Secretariat situated in
Nairobi, Kenya.

Vision

Mission

A professional and

To promote a professional freight logistics industry for trade

competitive Eastern Africa

facilitation and regional economic growth.

Freight Logistics Industry.

FEAFFA Executive Board
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1

Fred Seka

RWAFFA
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Member
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Member
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Member
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ZFB

Member
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RWAFFA

Member
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Member
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KIFWA

Immediate Past President
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Technical Advisor
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A clearing agent at work. Photo courtesy

Secretariat
No. Name

Title

1.

Elias Rwamanyonyi Baluku

Program Manager & Ag. Executive Director

2

Josephine Nyebaza

Program Officer (Training and Professionalism)

3

Samuel Mbucho

Finance Officer

4

Njeri Kenyaggia

Program Assistant

5

Andrew Onionga

IT & Communications Officer

6

Moureen Mugeni

Administrative Assistant
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Canton Onyino

Procurement & Office Assistant
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Member Associations

Association Burundaise

Kenya International Freight

Rwanda Freight

des Agencies en Douane et

& Warehousing Association

Forwarders Association

Transitaires (ABADT)

(KIFWA)

(RWAFFA)

Tanzania Freight

Uganda Freight

Zanzibar Freight

Forwarders Association

Forwarders Association

Forwarders Bureau

(TAFFA)

(UFFA)

(ZFB)

The Kenya Ports Authority.
Photo courtesy
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Development Partners

Bankers
Kenya Commercial Bank

TradeMark East Africa (TMEA)

P.O. Box 14959 – 00800,
Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 3747576
Fax: +254 20 3747576
Email: contactcentre@kcb.co.ke

Business Advocacy Fund (BAF)

Auditors
RSM Eastern Africa LLP
Commonwealth Secretariat

P.O. Box 349 - 00606,
Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 (0)20 3614000,
+254 (0)20 4451747/8/9
Fax: +254 (0)20 4451773
Email: info@ke.rsm-ea.com

African Economic Research
Consortium (AERC)
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2.

2020 PERFORMANCE
OVERVIEW

Strategic priority 1: Provide support services to strengthen National Associations (NAs)
i.

FEAFFA Website

(ISCOS), Kenya Network

among the population. The

Trade Agency (KENTRADE),

second batch of Freight

Our members and the

Kenya Ports Authority (KPA)

Logistics Magazine edition

public have continued to

among others partnered

15 was printed at the

leverage on the website in

with FEAFFA to leverage

beginning of the year.

getting relevant industry

on the online magazine for

Due to the outbreak of

information. The website is

advertisement purposes.

COVID-19 pandemic in

however being enhanced to

Due to the prevailing

March, focus shifted to the

allow for integration with

COVID-19 pandemic,

online magazine which was

the eLearning portal and

no edition of the Freight

regularly updated with fresh

the Continuing Professional

Logistics magazine was

content. The content was

Development (CPD) system.

published during the

also shared via FEAFFA’s

year. This was part of

social media accounts. This

Freight Logistics

the preventive measures

included Twitter, Facebook,

Magazine

considered to help minimize

and LinkedIn.

the spread of COVID-19
The online version of
the magazine has kept
stakeholders in freight
logistics updated with the
happenings within the
industry.
Key industry stakeholders
such as the Northern
Corridor Transit and
Transport Coordination
Authority (NCTTCA), Inter
Governmental Standing
Committee on Shipping

The Freight Logistics Magazine
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Strategic priority 2: Ensure professionalization of the
clearing and forwarding sector
i.

Piloting of the
Continuing
Professional
Development (CPD)
program

In preparation for the
rollout of CPD piloting,
several activities were

FEAFFA was working closely

Moreover, a PR and

with the National Curriculum

communication consulting

Implementation Committees

firm was hired to provide

(NCICs) in both Uganda and

media and communication

Rwanda to ensure fruition of

support to NCIC Uganda

this activity to launch and

in marketing the program

market the program with the

during its initial stages.

aim of enhancing its uptake in

These activities are still

these countries.

ongoing.

conducted both in Uganda
and Rwanda. The two
countries were initially
selected by the Curriculum
Implementation Committee
(CIC) to pilot the program
before its rollout in the rest
of the region.
Preparatory meetings
were held to develop a

Follow Up Meeting on the Piloting of CPD Programme in
Uganda, February 2020

roadmap for the national
pilot program in the
respective countries. The
roadmap included the
development of Training
Needs Assessment (TNA),
comprehensive stakeholder
matrix, identification of
areas CPD activities will
address and drawing
CPD calendar for piloting.
Preparatory Meeting on Piloting of CPD Program in Rwanda,
February 2020
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ii.

a.

East Africa Customs

agents, freight forwarders

market needs to inform

Freight Forwarding

and warehouse operators

updating of the curriculum

Practicing Certificate

in the East African region.

for the training of customs

Course (EACFFPC)

Additionally, the survey will

agents, freight forwarder

also provide information on

and warehouse operators.

EACFFPC Baseline

the capacity of the current

The survey started towards

study

training institutions, the

end of 2019.

readiness of the industry
c.

Updating of the

A baseline study was

to absorb newly trained

conducted to provide

practitioners and develop

baseline data on the

an appropriate monitoring

impact of EACFFPC training

and evaluation approach

FEAFFA with support

activities on the quality

and tools for effective

from TMEA embarked on

of services provided by

implementation of the

updating the EACFFPC

customs agents, freight

training activities. The

curriculum. This followed

forwarders and warehouse

activity is set for completion

the EACFFPC market survey.

operators in the East African

in the first quarter of 2021.

Teams of subject matter

region.

EACFFPC Curriculum

experts worked closely
b.

Findings of this survey

EACFFPC Market

with a curriculum expert to

Survey

draft a competency-based

will reveal the impact of

curriculum.

EACFFPC training activities

The market survey was

on the quality of services

concluded. This enabled

provided by customs

FEAFFA to identify the

EACFFPC Student Graduation in Burundi
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Enhancement of the

system to support the

requirements of a

FEAFFA eLearning

classes in Uganda. FEAFFA

competency-based

portal

also engaged a developer

To meet all the mandatory

d.

curriculum, a competency

to expand the portal and

framework, a detailed job

Efforts to enhance the

allow for accommodation of

analysis and occupational

existing FEAFFA Online

more materials that would

standards report were also

Recourse Centre (FORCE)

support all the learners

developed.

to accommodate the entire

from all the EAC countries.

training program begun.

This process was however

Regional subject matter

To mitigate the effect

affected by reduction in

experts were also brought

of COVID-19 pandemic

funds for the project.

on board to review the

on training of freight

curriculum. The experts

forwarders in the region,

were drawn from the

FEAFFA commenced

existing regional pool of

the enhancement of

Three graduation

trainers to tackle various

the eLearning portal

ceremonies were held

subject areas.

to temporarily support

across the region including

The curriculum will be

continued learning in the

Rwanda, Kenya and

finalized in 2021.

region. Course materials

Burundi.

were uploaded on the

5th Graduation ceremony of EACFFPC Students in Rwanda,
February 2020
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Graduations
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Strategic priority 3: Engage in evidence-based advocacy and
lobby on behalf of the members and the industry.
i.

Participate in

(EABC) among others.

of cargo continued. The

meetings organized

Due to the outbreak of

Federation played a key

by partners.

COVID-19 pandemic,

role in the mobilization of

and to adhere to the

the private sector logistics

FEAFFA continued to

new guidelines set by

associations to participate

participate in meetings

governments, most of the

in the review of the RECDTS

organized by key partners

meetings were conducted

system concept. The

including the East African

virtually.

review meetings provided

Community (EAC), Revenue

an opportunity for the

Authorities, TradeMark East

FEAFFA took part in three

private sector to share their

Africa (TMEA), Common

meetings to provide input

recommendations with the

Market for Eastern and

on the Regional Electronic

developers of the system

Southern Africa (COMESA),

Cargo and Driver Tracking

and ensure it addresses

Tripartite Transport

System (RECDTS) to

the various concerns raised

and Transit Facilitation

combat spread of the

by its members and the

Programme (TTTFP), East

virus among truck drivers

industry at large.

Africa Business Council

and ensure movement

The Regional Electronic Driver and Cargo Tracking System. PHOTO COURTESY TMEA
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ii.

Domestication of the

For instance, in:

model bill on self–

•

regulation

Kenya – Industry stakeholders including key government
agencies were engaged and sensitized on the draft bill. The
bill is ready for presentation to parliament.

The Federation continued

•

Uganda - There were important engagements with

pushing for the enactment

the Ministry of Works and Transport to fast track the

of the national laws to

enactment of the self-regulation bill according to the

govern operations of freight

government procedures. These engagements are at an

forwarders in East Africa

advanced stage.

by mobilizing its members,

•

the private sector and

stakeholders, is ready for submission to the government

government agencies
to support the various

Tanzania - The draft bill, validated by private sector
agencies.

•

Burundi - The draft bill was validated by stakeholders and

industry stakeholders

awaits official presentation to the revenue authority by

in domestication of the

FEAFFA and the national steering committee in the country.

regional Model Customs

The revenue Authority (OBR) is leading the enactment of

Agents and Freight

the self-regulation law in the country.

Forwarders Management Bill

•

Rwanda – Following the national meeting that was held in

in the EAC region. Several

November 2019, engagements with other key stakeholders

stakeholder mobilization

and government institutions continued. The bill is ready for

meetings on self-regulation

presentation to the Law Reform Commission before it goes

were held in all EAC

to Parliament.

countries. Significant
progress has been made

The processes in Burundi, Uganda and Tanzania are being

in this area with all the

supported by TMEA while BAF is supporting the process in

countries having a draft bill.

Kenya. Rwanda is self- financed.

A press briefing by FEAFFA and KIFWA on selfregulation in Kenya, February 2020

A steering Committee meeting on Self-Regulation
in Tanzania, March 2020
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iii. Combating the

became a huge challenge

multi-sectoral taskforce

effect of COVID-19

as truck drivers were

to coordinate the

on transport and

perceived as the weak

Covid19 advocacy. The

Logistics in EAC

link in the fight against

taskforce made several

further spread of the virus.

recommendations to

The outbreak of the novel

To ensure continuity of

government agencies

Corona Virus Disease 2019

trade in the sector, FEAFFA

in the management

(COVID-19) pandemic in

played a leading role in

of the pandemic while

East Africa threatened

the mobilization of the

minimizing disruptions

the transport and logistics

private sector players to

in the supply chain and

sector following introduction

have a common approach

ensuring continued trade.

of numerous restrictions on

in ensuring movement of

They included recognition

almost all modes of human

cargo is not affected. Some

of freight forwarders

and cargo transport in a bid

of the initiatives included.

as essential workers,

to contain the spread of the
virus.

increasing the number
•

Formation of a

of free storage days by

covid19 taskforce -

the port authorities and

Movement of cargo at

FEAFFA mobilized the

shipping lines for both

the borders increasingly

private sector to form a

domestic and transit cargo,

A Poster on FEAFFA COVID19 Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
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deployment of more medical
personnel and equipment at

•

Logistics sector

COVID19 SOPs was done

Covid19 SOPs -

to bring the players from

the borders, establishment

The Federation developed

of a harmonized regional

Standard Operating

approach on testing and

Procedures (SOPs) to

management of the truck

guide the daily operations

drivers, establishment of

of the sector players to

a cross-border Journey

avoid contracting and

the industry to lobby

Management System in

spreading the virus. The

for the implementation

the region among others.

SOPs were endorsed by

of a regional Journey

The team consisted of

WHO. The SOPs were

Management System (JMS)

representatives from

later converted into online

to address challenges

the Kenya Transporters

posters and short videos

drivers were facing while

Associations (KTA),

with animations and used

transporting cargo.

Regional Lorry Drivers and

for online sensitization of

This culminated into

Transporters Association

customs agents and freight

the development of the

(RLDTA), Transporters

forwarders in EAC. To reach

Regional Electronic Cargo

Association of Tanzania

a wider audience, the

and Driver Tracking System

(TAT) and Tanzania Truck

posters and videos were

(RECDTS) by TMEA in

Owners Association

translated into Swahili,

collaboration with the EAC

(TATOA).

French, Kinyarwanda and

and the private sector. The

Luganda. The sensitization

development followed a

was conducted via FEAFFA’s

series of online meetings

social media accounts. An

to provide input on the

online training of South

development of this system.

Sudan Stakeholders on

13

South Sudan on board.
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Journey Management
System (JMS) -

FEAFFA also mobilized
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Regional study on the

ongoing and is expected to

intends to build capacity

Impact of COVID-19 on

be completed in the coming

of women in the logistics

Transport and Logistics

year 2021.

industry to support them

Sector

to gain more knowledge,
iv. Women in logistics

The Federation together

skills and attitudes desired
to perform core functions

with the Shippers Council

The Federation together

in the logistics industry

of Eastern Africa (SCEA)

with TradeMark East Africa

building on already existing

to partnered with the

organized a national forum

logistics programs. It

African Economic Research

of women in logistics to

intends to provide a more

Consortium (AERC to

revalidate the findings

conducive atmosphere

conduct a regional study

and recommendations

for women’s participation

on the impact of COVID-19

of the regional study on

by reducing the barriers

pandemic on the transport

women in logistics that

to effective participation

and logistics sector in the

was jointly conducted by

ultimately increasing

East African Region. ). The

TMEA and FEAFFA in 2017.

numbers of women in

purpose of this study was

The meeting was crucial

the sector as well as

to provide an inventory of

in finalizing the design

enable them to play more

key containment measures

of a pilot intervention

significant roles in the

instituted, identify

recommended by the study.

industry.

operational challenges

The two-year pilot project

faced by industry players,
estimate the increase in
time, cost and additional
complexities encountered
in clearing and forwarding
cargo, establish gaps in
the interventions by EAC
Partner States in ensuring
continued flow of cargo
across borders during
COVID-19 pandemic and
propose operational and
policy measures that could
be instituted to make
COVID-19 and future
pandemic responses more
effective. The study is still

Mercy Chepkirui driving a Truck. Photo Courtesy Scania.com
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Strategic priority 4: Institutional strengthening and
sustainability
i.

Secretariat

ii.

Board Operations

operations

iii. Annual General
Meeting

The Federation’s Executive
The secretariat continued

Board relentlessly provided

The Federation held its AGM

to coordinate day to day

oversight. There were

for the year 2020 virtually

operations of the Federation

a series of consultative

via Microsoft Teams. The

amidst the outbreak of

engagements especially

meeting reviewed and

COVID-19 pandemic. As

to do with Covid19 and its

adopted the annual report

part of the mitigation

effect on the industry. Board

and audited accounts for

plan, the secretariat was

meetings were held virtually

the year 2019. The meeting

temporarily closed from

in line with the advisories

also adopted the revised

March 2020, with most

shared by various countries

constitution that had been

staff working from home.

as part of COVID-19

recalled by the AGM. The

Travel restrictions by EAC

mitigation plan.

mandate of the Executive

Partner states made it

An image on board

Board was also extended

difficult for our non-Kenyan

meetings (See folder on

for another year or until

staff. Most meetings were

board meetings)

the Covid19 situation

also conducted virtually via

normalizes.

Zoom and Microsoft Teams.

A virtual Annual General Meeting (AGM) 2019 held in October 2020.
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iv. Institutional capacity
strengthening
FEAFFA participated in

Competitiveness units in the

assess the overall impact

the Institutional Capacity

respective organizations.

of the initiatives within the

Building programme

The Federation also took

sector. A few beneficiaries

organized by TMEA

part in the annual review

were interviewed virtually.

and in partnership with

organized by TMEA. The

The two exercises will boost

PricewarterhouseCoopers

annual review provided an

the Federation’s confidence

(PWC). The initiative which

opportunity for external

in fulfilling project

targeted TMEA grantees

reviewers to review the

requirements for the benefit

aimed to improve Business

project outcomes and

of the industry.

FEAFFA Board Members discussing the revised Constitution in a virtual meeting held in November 2020
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FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2020

2020
USD

2019
USD

2020
KSh

2019
KSh

Revenue

39,489

41,000

4,204,300

4,182,551

Grant income

511,830

227,421

54,493,325

23,199,998

Cost of sales

-

-

(1,199,780)

Gross surplus

551,319

256,660

58,697,625

26,182,769

Other income

70,119

75,854

7,465,404

7,738,127

Administrative expenses

(588,012)

(371,800)

(62,604,346)

(37,928,697)

(1,407,714)

(1,472,259)

Establishment expenses

(11,761)

(13,222)

(14,432)

Surplus/(deficit) before tax

20,204

(53,718)

2,150,969

(5,480,060)

Tax expense

-

-

-

-

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

20,204

(53,718)

2,150,969

(5,480,060)

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

President

Treasurer

Secretary General
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BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2020

2020
USD

2019
USD

2020
KSh

2019
KSh

63,882

43,678

6,974,114

4,549,962

2,546

3,746

277,951

381,274

66,428

47,424

7,252,065

4,931,236

3,840

5,040

419,219

510,736

8,345

8,345

911,039

971,108

Trade and other receivables

55,535

28,451

6,062,857

2,883,125

Cash at bank and in hand

92,806

34,427

10,131,797

3,488,711

156,686

71,223

17,105,693

7,342,944

94,098

28,839

10,272,847

2,922,444

62,588

42,384

6,832,846

4,420,500

66,428

47,424

7,252,065

4,931,236

FUND BALANCES
Revenue reserves
Non-current liabilities
Capital grant

REPRESENTED BY
Non-current assets
Equipment
Current assets
Inventories

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Net current assets

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

President

Treasurer

Secretary General
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2020

2020
USD

2019
USD

2020
KSh

2019
KSh

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

20,204

(53,718)

2,150,969

(5,480,060)

Adjustments for: Tax expense

-

-

-

-

Cash flows from operating
activities

Changes in operating assets and
liabilities: (Increase)/decrease in

(27,084)

56,290

(3,179,732)

5,747,403

trade and other receivables
Increase in inventories

-

(2,634)

-

(389,439)

Increase in trade payables

65,259

1,357

7,350,403

123,496

Cash generated from operations

58,379

1,295

6,321,640

1,400

Income tax paid

-

-

-

-

58,379

1,295

6,321,640

1,400

Net cash generated from
operating activities
Cash flows from investing
activities,

-

(963)

Purchase of equipment
Net cash used in investing
activities
Effect of currency conversion
during the year
Cash and cash equivalents at
start of year
Cash and cash equivalents at
end of year

-

(963)

-

(95,751)

-

(95,751)

-

-

321,446

110,632

34,427

34,095

3,488,711

3,472,430

92,806

34,427

10,131,797

3,488,711

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

President

Treasurer

Secretary General
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CHALLENGES
i.

COVID-19 pandemic

iii. Lean secretariat

v.

Significant reduction
in project funds.

The outbreak of COVID-19

The secretariat team

pandemic adversely

remained lean cognizant

The Federation experienced

affected ongoing project

with the available

a significant budget

activities. This was majorly

resources. This led to

reduction due to loss of

caused by travel restrictions

over-stretching of staff. The

donor funds by one of

which prevented physical

onset of frequent online

the key development

meetings as earlier planned.

meetings left both the staff

partners. This forced the

Since participants were not

and members of the board

Federation into unforeseen

able to meet physically,

overstretched.

adjustments with

some key project activities
and meetings were
postponed until further

substantial implications on
iv. Delays in remitting

the overall project results.

fees and levy’s

notice. This greatly affected

Delay in the remittance of

the implementation of the

annual subscription fees

project as per the workplan.

by some member national

vi. Continued existence
of multiple national
industry associations

associations continues to

The federation continued to

Inadequate financial

be a huge challenge to the

struggle to bring together

resources

Federation. Some of the

the industry in countries

The Federation continued to

national associations did

where more than one

operate on limited financial

not submit their annual

association existed. These

capacity. This was worsened

subscription fees. This

resulted into significant

by Covid19 as most revenue

was a setback to the

delays and unnecessary

streams were affected.

sustainability initiative that

disruptions in the

Therefore, only a limited

had been put in motion.

implementation of regional

ii.

number of activities could

activities.

be implemented without
external funding.

20
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WAY FORWARD
•

Sustainability

•

Preparing the

•

Enhancing secretariat

The Federation will focus on

industry for the

the few existing activities

African Continental

being funded so that they

Free Trade Area

The requirement by the

(AfCFTA)

EAC governments that all

play a part in taking the

capacity to cope with
off station operations

industry to the next level

AfCFTA has gained traction

public and private sector

and sustaining FEAFFA.

in East Africa and Africa as

employees work from home

a whole. The Federation

due to the outbreak of

Other industry

will explore opportunities

COVID19 pandemic affected

associations

available for its members

routine operations at the

Henceforth, FEAFFA will

and the industry at large.

secretariat. The federation

continue to engage with

FEAFFA will also collaborate

will explore ways that will

the leaders of other

with other industry

ensure seamless operations

industry associations in

stakeholders in preparing

at the secretariat.

the region for a good

the freight logistics industry

working relationship

for AfCFTA initiative.

•

•

The Federation will continue

•

Federation

and collaboration aimed
towards addressing industry
challenges.
•

New project ideas

Visibility of the

Alternative support
for the self-

to enhance visibility of her

regulation initiative

efforts through mainstream

etc.

and social media platforms.

The Federation will explore

Since TMEA and BAF are

The main website will be

new project ideas in line

no longer funding this

revamped to make them

with managing or copying

initiative, FEAFFA will seek

more attractive to the

with Covid19 within the

alternative avenues to get

targeted stakeholders.

industry. Both existing and

funding to support the self-

new development partners

regulation initiative in EAC.

will be considered for
possible partnership.
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APPRECIATION
•

FEAFFA is very thankful to all development partners key among them TMEA, AERC and BAF
for the support to its cause during the year.

•

The Federation is also thankful to the Executive Board, the Technical Advisor and staff for the
oversight and management of the Federation’s activities.

•

To the member associations and the industry at large for the commitment to the Federation
both financial and continuing to give the Federation legitimacy.

•

Lastly all stakeholders including EAC, revenue authorities, transporters, shippers, other
industry associations and transporters, with whom FEAFFA collaborated.

CONCLUSION
COVID-19 pandemic had adverse effects on the federation and
implementation of its projects. The Federation will continue
to devise ingenious ways to ensure that the project activities
continue amid the prevailing pandemic. TMEA is still committed
to supporting the Federation in realizing its vision of a
professional and a complaint sector and the self-sustainability
agenda.
Interventions by the Executive Board in the coming years
should ensure the realization of lead to a more sustainable
Federation.
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PICTORIAL

5th Graduation ceremony of EACFFPC Students in
Rwanda, February 2020

17th Graduation Ceremony of EACFFPC
Students in Kenya, November 2020

A meeting with FUCAF on self-regulation
Bill in Uganda, March 2020

Steering Committee meeting for Selfregulation bill in Tanzania, February 2020

A Meeting on Self-regulation in Burundi

A meeting with Uganda Cooperative Transport
Union on self-regulation bill
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PICTORIAL

FEAFFA Ag. ED Mr. Elias Baluku addressing a
Stakeholder VAlidation Meeting on Self-regulation bill
in Nairobi. February 2020

FEAFFA President Mr. Fred Seka during
International Customs Day 2020 in Kigali

Press brief by FEAFFA and KIFWA on selfregulation in Kenya, February 2020

Stakeholder engagement meeting on
Self-regulation in Dar, September 2020

Steering Committee meeting for Self-regulation bill
in Tanzania, February 2020

A student receiving a Certificate during the Graduation
of EACFFPC Students in Burundi, October 2020
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Crescent Road, off Parklands Road,
Westlands
P.O. Box 22694 00400 Tom Mboya,
Nairobi, Kenya
+254 (0)738 150 673, (0)738 165 318
info@feaffa.com
www.feaffa.com
Federation of East African Freight Forwarders Associations (FEAFFA)
@FEAFFA
Federation of East African Freight Forwarders Associations (FEAFFA)
FEAFFA
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